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UK Space Industry targets £40 billion revenue by 2030 

“…substantive support 
for an elite group of 
Technology and 
Innovation Centres.” 
Dr. Herman Hauser, 2010 
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“Catapult centres act as 
a neutral convener, the 
place where 
collaboration across 
TRLs can take place 
effortlessly.’’ 
Dr. Herman Hauser, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Catapult resulted from Hauser/Dyson report and IGSNow a key element to help UK space industry reach its £40bn targetHH said in his 2014 report: A lasting impression from my visits and discussions has been the countless businesses and academics who have praised the Catapult centres as a ‘’neutral’’ convener, the place where collaboration across the TRLs can take place effortlessly. This is truly heartening.



Enabling Innovation 

Making an Impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See our role as:* helping to bridge the valleys of death by providing the link between & working in collaboration with universities & businesses * Stimulating & supporting businesses through SME support, inventorthons, competitions, Explore & Spark workshops, 3 Innovation Vouchers for Business Sprints in last few months



World class facilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stimulating & supporting businesses, by providing facilities businesses couldn’t afford 



Promoting the space sector 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Promoting space industry to new sectors through Spark & Explore workshops and these other mechanismsAlso pushing into new areas for example agriculture: ALC – one SME (ZeroGravity secured contract for field trials from that networking opportunity) , connected farm workshop in Jan



‘’To innovate for a better world, empowered by satellites’’ 

Capability 
Credibility Capacity 

• Goals & plans 
• Location 
• Core Competencies 
• Pilot Programmes 
• Procurement 

Create 

• Key Facilities 
• Development Teams 
• Relationships 
• Programme Portfolio 

Establish • Applications 
• Technologies 
• Collaborations 

Deliver 

• Contract Portfolio 
• Spin-outs, IPR 
• Education,  
• Inform Policy 

 

Growth 

2012 2013 2014 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our current status: established, delivering now poised for growth. 



The North East 
 

Lead: Business Durham 
Focus: Maritime  
            Transport 

The East Midlands 
 

Lead: University of Leicester 
Partners: University of Nottingham  
    British Geological Survey 
Focus: Transport  
             Sustainable Living 

Scotland 
 

Lead: University of Strathclyde 
Partners: University of Edinburgh 
Focus: Offshore Energies Maritime  

UK Reach: Centres of Excellence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harwell Cluster is key, but have reach through Centres, KE fellows & regional activities



Hauser Review supports Innovate goal  

Key recommendation 

• Neutral convenor to identify & help address wider 
barriers to innovation and commercialisation 
 

• Drive engagement with UK research base & beyond 
 
• Increase effectiveness of SME strategies 
 

Drive UK economic growth by getting new 
services to market quickly 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hauser review came up with 9 recommendations. We see the key one as ‘Neutral Convenor…’Also highlighted that we should continue to drive engagement with research base and increase SME effectivenessThese are in support of our overarching goal as defined by Innovate UK to ‘drive economic growth by bringing new products and services rapidly to market?’



Preparing for growth 

What have we learned? 
• Space is attractive to non-space companies  
 
• Universities have more to offer than space research 
 
• SME networking leads to collaboration 
 
• Scale-ups are just as important as start-ups 
 
• One solution can be applied to many markets 
 
• There is great hunger for innovation in the ‘third sector’ 
 
… and yes, you can see jellyfish from space! 

The foundation is there … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supporting comments:200 attendees at Opportunities in Space Sector conference in Durham highlights the non-space interest; Sainsbury’s interest in IUU.About 20% of the organisations we deal with are non-space related. A quick glance through the top 50 organisations we have spoken to in the last 6 months shows over 10 non-space companies: eg AllianceBoots, Aviva, Bafoots of Botley, BP, CISCO, Google, HSBC, Lloyds of London, Network Rail, Sainsbury’s, Williams Advanced EngineeringUniversity contributions to the space sector are not just from engineering disciplines. Social scientists, environmental researchers also have a lot to offer and as the challenges of big data come through, computing and mathematics are also essential. Highlighted by interest in a Space meets Social Science workshop held in May which led to 7 thematic ideas, which we are working to take forward.SME networking over last 18 months is now leading to collaborative bids between SMEs and others in conjunction with the Catapult, it takes time for us to hear about them, but 3 collaborative bids have gone in since beginning October:IUU leading to legal fishing, OSA leading to logistics, food supply chain. Growth at the Catapult will lead to long term Economic Growth in the UK



Thank you! 
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